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Shaunta Thompson
Contributor
On Thursday at 5 p.m., can-
didates will be discussing their
platform at Stallings Ballroom
for the upcoming SGA elec-
tions thatWill be held on March
28 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Memorial Union Exhibit Hall.
Jonathan Collins, who is
a Junior Biology major from
Kentucky, is running for vice
president ofExternal Affairs.
Collins has chosen "students
taking a new direction" as his
campaign slogan.
His platform concerns com-
munity outreach, progression
ofthe A&T community and
getting the university more
involved in the UNC school
system.
Collins has served in SGA
for three years and was an
intern forMegan Brookes, who
held the position he is now run-
ning for.
"I feel that it is important for
A&T to get more involved in
the community as well as work
with other schools inside ofthe
UNC School System," Collins
said.
Brandon Bellamy, who is
a senior liberal studies major
from Greensboro, N.C, is
running for SGA president,
Bellamy's platform is what he
calls the "Three R's," renew-
ing, rededicating and rebuild-
ing relationships. He wants to
renew academics, rededicate
civic engagement and rebuild
relationships through commu-
nication
Bellamy has served as
a senator for the school of
technology and is currently the
SGA treasurer.
Candace Johnson, who is
a junior nursing major from
Colombia, S.C. is running for
Miss A&T. Johnson's platform
is about meaningful programs
that will benefit the people.
"Winter Wishes" inAggie
Land is a holiday community
service program that caters
to foster children around the
Greensboro area.
ness
"Spreading Something
Positive OtherThan HIV" is
a program which will certify
students, faculty and staffto be
educators ofHIV/AIDS aware-
"Smart, Fly & Intelligent"
thanworries about discomfort
"It should be interesting," he
said, chuckling.
Even the week's accom-
modations - achurch-hall floorshared with dozens ofstrangers
- evokes childhood memories
ofa fun camping trip rather
miles from home
to getting out ofbed at 7 a.m.
every day this week to work
hard for no money in a strange
neighborhood hundreds of
Orlando college student Joe
Rhymer is looking forward
And wellworth the sacrifice
for the poor. Sports-business-
management students from the
University ofCentral Florida
plan to renovate youth softball
fields inNew Orleans through a
foundation they established just
weeks ago.
Rhymer is among a dozen
Valencia Community College
studentsand staffers planning
to be in Miami to help Habitat
for Humanity build homes
The growth is fueled in part
by increasingly sophisticated
campus-based programs and
student-led initiatives that are
making it easier for eager col-
lege students to hook up with
people who need help.
Last week, Stetson Uni-
versity in DeLand dispatched
delegations to teach leadership
See STUDENTS SERVE on Page
growing number ofcollege stu-
dents and faculty across Florida
and the country choosing public
service overrecreation during
spring break, that notoriously
party-centric interval between
midterms and finals.
It's a sentiment shared by a
Candidates gear upfor A&T's upcoming elections
SGA hopefuls campaign for office
See SGA ELECTIONS on Page 2
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Students
trade fun
to serve
the public
Shaunta Thompson
Contributor
■-
sports programs across the
country to aid in New Orleans'
recovery.
Affolter, 23, said the founda-
tion would pursue long-term
City Council established the
foundation and named it after
Stewart, said Lindsey Affolter,
a graduate studentat UCF and
the foundation's co-founder.
cooperation with the National
Consortium for Academics and
Sports and the New Orleans
so touching, that students in
The experience was so mov-
ing, and Stewart's gratitude
government for relief.
cane-damaged home in New
Orleans' Ninth Ward. It was a
task Stewart and his family had
struggled to initiate, given the
emotional effect ofthe disaster
and their struggles with the
gut Stanley Stewart's hurri-
During their previous trip,
students had volunteered to
Hip hop origins
Continued fromPage 1
She has served as a SGA
intern, SGA street team mem-
ber, judiciary council and is
currentlyMiss Junior.
"To me, application is very
important, and we need to start
gettingready for the corporate
world now,"Little said.
Ashley Little is a junior
from Wadesboro, N.C., and
she is running for Miss Senior.
Little has chosen "Only One
Way to Go" as her campaign
slogan.
Johnson has served as Miss
Sophomore and the Junior
Class president.
She believes thatpreparing
seniors for life after graduation
is very important. She wants to
educate the senior class on their
options after college and also
provide a way for them to reach
their goals.
between students and adminis-
tration and that is a problem I
would like to address," Johnson
said.
"I see communication as a
big problem on this campus
money for the Feed the Chil-
drenFoundation.
a tele-a-thon that willraise
is a mentoring program geared
towards freshmen females and
"May You Please Help Me and
My Struggle" is a year-round
program which will lead to
A thrilling break dancing
exhibition by A&T students
himself.
The event, which started
at 7 p.m., opened with some
remarks from members of
the RHA and an introduction
ofthe panel by Busy Bee
event. RHA decided to do it
because it is something that
the students would really be
interested in," Tennie said.
company that helps to try
preserve the culture of hip
hop), Scott-Abdul Salaam,
brought up the idea as we
were discussing a future
NewYork based clothing
of Sedgwick & Cedar (a
"I first heard of the event
when the vice president
RHA president, Brian
Tennie, described the plan-
ning ofthe event as some-
thing that was in the works
for quite some time.
Bee constantly stressed
that hip hop was originally
built on the principles of
peace, love, unity and hav-
ing fun.
Grandmaster Caz, also
"When I first started
doing this in '76, people
thought that this hip-hop
thing would last no more
than about three weeks, but
it's 2007 and the culture of
hip hop has taken over the
world," Busy Bee said.
was known as the "Origi-
nal Chief Rocker" for his
ability to get block parties
started and keep the atten-
tion of the crowd with his
infamous shout outs. Bee
was also involved in one
ofthe first beefs ofhip hop
when he battled the equally
legendary Kool Moe Dee.
Busy Bee is often consid-
ered to be the firstofficial
solo hip-hop MC. He
Busy Bee then went to the
podium and explained to the
audience about the role he
played in hip-hop's history.
immediately followed
When people think of
important female MCs,
Brothers
known as Cassanova Fly,
was an original member
of the pioneering hip-hop
group, the Cold Crush
He wrote some ofthe
original lyrics to the 1979
hit "Rapper's Delight," for
which he was never given
credit for.
"I started out as a graf-
fiti artist because that was
what the girls liked in high
school. I had no idea that I
wanted to be a DJ or an MC
until I went to a party that
DJ Kool Here threw, and
from that point on, I knew
that there wasnothing else I
wanted to do," Caz said.
Caz talked about how
he didn't harbor any bad
feelings over the whole
Rapper's Delight incident
because he still had new
Crush Brothers one ofthe
most memorable groups in
hip-hop history.
helped to make the Cold
worlds to conquer and
"I'm into old-school hip-
hop, and I can't believe that
I got the chance to see some
real rap legends in person,"
said juniorReggie Warren, a
business major.
A lot ofthe attendees
found the event informative
and learned something new
about hip hop that they may
have not known before.
track to "Rapper's Delight"
titled "MC Delight."
Grandmaster Caz per-
formed his 2000 response
crowd rocking with them in
the palm oftheir hands.
Despite the fact that these
artists were making tracks
before most of the students
were born, they had the
Before the event was
officially over, the audi-
ence was given a treat as all
three MCs performed for the
crowd.
forum for students to ask
questions. They ranged from
topics such as the best MC
today, the role of female rap-
persand the purpose of beef
in today's hip-hop scene.
Following the panel dis-
cussion, there was an open
rap music should not be all
about violence," she said.
She emphasized the fact
that rapping is just one as-
pect ofhip-hop and encour-
aged everyone to embrace
all aspects.
"We dealt with the streets
and gangs but hip hop was
a way to get away from all
that negativity. The culture,
itself, is not negative and
stream media has made out
ofhip-hop culture.
Sha-rock spoke about the
misconception that main-
Rocking The House," which
was 15 minutes in length.
She also recorded one of
the longest hip-hop records
ofall time, "Rapping and
some ofthe firstnames that
come to mind are MC Lyte,
QueenLatifah and even Lil'
Kim. But, before all of them
was Sha-rock, who became
the first recognized female
MC when she started rap-
ping alongside the group the
Funky Four, at the age of 16.
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SGA electionsStudents serve
ContinuedfromPage 1
Like college students in
general and community-college
students in particular, Mora
and Rhymer juggle jobsand
schoolwork. She's burning paid
vacation time from her jobas a
legal assistant to be in Miami
"I had always wanted to
work on a Habitat for Human-
ity project but never had the
opportunity," said Alayna
Mora, 25, a Valencia student.
Things clicked for her when
the school sent out an e-mail
recruiting for its second annual
spring-break partnership with
the Georgia-based home-build-
ing organization.
skills to pooryouths in
Guatemala, provide Katrina
relief in Mississippi and aid in
the continuing tornado cleanup
in Volusia County.
think more people would be
willing to be involved ifthey
knew the opportunities out
there."
One organization thathas
Still, "Tans fade. Memories
don't," she said. "I think most
people wantto help make the
world a better place. And I
Mora said she enjoys time
relaxing in the sun as much as
anybody.
For Rhymer, 21, the
chance towork with construc-
tion crews who know howto
put up housing quickly and effi-
ciently would be educational as
well as charitable. He aspires to
be an architect and dreams of
orchestrating the kind of quick-
rise home building for the poor
depicted on ABC's "Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition."
Neither thought long about
whatthey were giving up.
this week. Rhymer is forfeiting
tips and wages from his job as a
server atBennigan's. Each also
had to pitch in around $250 to
make the trip.
why some campus-sanctioned
spring-break projects represent
the continuation ofwork initiat-
ed months and evenyears ago.
ever seen," she said. That's
"It's one ofthe most service-
minded student bodies I've
At private Stetson Universi-
ty in DeLand, Fla., spring break
was scheduled last week. Rina
Tovar, director ofstudent ac-
tivities and community service,
said the school has a tradition
ofpublic service that stretches
back to its founding more than
a century ago.
was briefly housed atFlorida
State University in Tallahassee
after its incorporation in 2000.
Nowadays, hundreds ofpublic
and private universities employ
strategies developed by Break
Away to sponsor "alternative
break" trips around the world.
students at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity in Nashville, Term., and
with volunteer opportunities
isAtlanta-based Break Away.
It was founded in 1991 by
successfully linked students
earlier.
UCF's DeVos Sports Business
Management Program plan to
be in New Orleans this week
to continue Katrina reliefwork
some ofthem began months
Around 30 people _ 20 of
them students affiliated with
UCF is the launching point
for another student-led organi-
zation with nationalambitions,
the Hope for Stanley Founda-
tion.
an enclosed area that would al-
low the plaza to offer day-care
services. Tovaf said.
The group also spent time
putting up a chain-link fence at
Plaza Comunitaria in Pierson,
Fla. The intentwas to create
Stetson students pitched in im-
mediately after the tornadoes.
"We figured there was still
a need in our backyard," said
Tovar, noting that some 300
But one group ofabout a dozen
students and staffers focused on
pressing local needs caused by
tornadoes that devastated the
area only weeks ago.
"If given the opportunity,
people will respond," she said
commitments from college-
Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Newspapers
speed ahead."Ui
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policies haven't trickled down
sufficiently to benefit the poor.
acknowledge thatfree-trade
Throughout his tour ofLatin
America, Bush has maintained
that U.S. foreign policy hasn't
forgotten the region. In Mexico
on Tuesday, he appeared to
lies."
cent, hardworking, honorable
citizens ofMexico whowant to
make a living for their fami-
and the United States. He
"I remind my fellow citizens
that family values don't stop at
the Rio Grande River," Bush
said,referring to the body of
water that separates Mexico
described Mexican immigrants
in the United States as "de-
Bush repeated inMerida
what he'd said Monday in
Guatemala: He'll dedicate the
final years ofhis presidency
to overhauling immigration
law. He appeared to criticize
Republicans who oppose his
initiative.
In the months since Calde-
ron took office, he's made the
drug war a top and visible
priority, sending uniformed
Mexican soldiers into drug-
trafficking centers to back up
beleaguered police. He sur-
prised U.S. officials in January
by extraditing two ofMexico's
most notorious drug traffick-
ers to the United States. The
extraditions ofGulf Cartel
leader Osiel Cardenas and
Sinaloa cartel leader Hector "El
Guero (Whitey)" Palma, while
welcome, were unexpected.
"My government has done
what corresponds to it: retake
the streets and public plazas
from the claws ofdelinquency
and drugs ... but to have
success in this fight we need
collaboration and the active
participation ofour neigh-
bor," he said. If the United
States doesn't do more to curb
demand for narcotics, "it will
be very difficult to reduce the
supply in ours."
Calderon called on the
United States to do more to
combat drug trafficking.
Unlike at previous stops,
thefe were no anti-Ameri-
can demonstrations Tuesday.
Security was tight, and police
blocked offstreets near the ho-
tels where Bush and Calderon
were staying.
The two weren't scheduled
to meet withreporters until
Wednesday morning, after
which Bush is to return to
Washington, ending a weeklong
Latin America tourthat also
took him to Brazil, Uruguay,
Colombia and Guatemala.
peninsula marked Bush's first
meeting with Calderon since
the Mexican leader was inaugu-
rated in December.
The private meeting at
a plantation on the Yucatan
fickers at the start of daylong
meetings Tuesday.
needs a jump-start, President
Bush and his Mexican counter-
part, Felipe Calderon, pledged
more cooperation on immigra-
tion and fighting drug traf-
MERIDA, Mexico -Ac-
knowledging that their coun-
tries' importantrelationship
Page 3
POTUS hopefuls raise big bucks
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Michael McAuliffand
Helen Kennedy
New York Daily News
"It's out ofcontrol," said
Sim Farar, a Clinton backer
who is one ofthe Denis' top
rain makers.
The game is all about mini-
mizing your own prospects and
raising expectations on your
opponents to make yourfinal
total look amazing and theirs
weak.
On the GOP side, MittRom-
ney is expected to have raised
about $25 million, John Mc-
Cain $20 million and Giuliani
$15 million.
up $25 million to $30 million,
Obama $20 million and John
Edwards $15 million.
The candidates are criss-
crossing the country in a
scenes, where pols are begging
rich people for money.
stages at New Hampshire ral-
lies, the real campaigning right
now is going on behind the
For all the chitchat in Iowa
living rooms and striding of
That's about what the top
tier presidential candidates are
hoping to raise before the end
ofthe month.
NEW YORK - A quarter ofa
million bucks a day. Every day.
frenzied dash for cash ahead of
March 31, the first big fundrais-
ing deadline.
Another one next week at Ron
Burkle's California estate, with
added star power ofBarbra
Streisand, Scarlett Johansson
and Penelope Cruz, could bring
Sen. Hillary Clinton was
scheduled to host a New York
dinner Sunday night that could
raise $3 million in one go.
Texas to Nevada with a fund-
raiser scheduled every day _
sometimes two a day _ for the
rest ofthe month. The rest are
on similar schedules.
Rudy Giuliani, for example,
is racing from California to
But that's not until next year.
Right now, the cash dash is
mostly about expectations: All
the candidates are trying to turn
in a huge fundraising number to
The money mania is being
driven partly by the looming
reality ofa Ultra-Mega-Super
Tuesday primary nextFeb. 5,
when at least a dozen big states
with pricey TVmarkets will all
vote,requiring lavish financing
just to compete.
Hillary Clinton will be doing
four and five fundraisers a day
on many days, and Bill Clinton
willhead a team ofsurrogates
fanning out across the country.
rn even more
The National Journal, a
Washington insider's tip sheet,
predicted Clinton would rack
"Of course we're going to
do better than that," said one
campaign aide. "It's a little
ridiculous."
Privately, they all admit it's
a bunch ofhooey.
Officially, Clinton's camp
says their target is $15 mil-
lion. Officially, Sen. Barack
Obama's camp says they would
be thrilled with $8 million.
aiming to raise as much as $30
million _ a third ofwhat ex-
perts say a successful candidate
will have to amass by the end
ofthe year.
The conventional wisdom is
that the leading candidates are
Money is everything in
politics. Since 1984, the nomi-
nee ofeach party has been the
candidate whoraised the most
money in theyear before the
election.
help to ensure that Hillary has a
strong and impressive show-
ing."
"The March 31 deadline
will be the first big testfor all
ofthe presidential candidates,"
Dennis Cheng, a fundraiser for
Clinton told potential donors
in an e-mail. "We need your
boost their credibility and scare
offrivals.
Bush and
Calderon
discuss U.S.
immigration
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would flag the entire group on the
home page. The first album that
came up, Queen's 34-song "Greatest
Hits 1 & 2," originally released in
the mid-1990s and normally sold on
iTunes for nearly $34, zoomed to No.
1 on the site's album-sales chart. It
stayed in the top 10for the entire 10
days of the promotion.
Rare Growth Story
recent radio interview, outspo-
ken British pop singer Lily
Allen accused iTunes of "bully-
ing" artists into supplying exclu-
sive content. There's a further
worry among music executives
that the few spots available to
promote artists on iTunes are
dwindling as Apple remakes the
store into a broader entertain-
ment destinationfor TV shows,
movies and games.
But so far, most labels com-
ply because of the site's ability
to drive sales. During a week
when an album is featured on
the iTunes home page it can sell
about five times more copies on
average through the site than it
does in the three to five weeks
that follow, when the album isn't
featured, says one industry exec-
utive.
Not only does securing a
spot on the iTunes home page
require concessions by music
companies-it also depends on
having material that resonates
with the tastes of iTunes staff- prince cutPnces m old albums for lTunes<
ers. Three months before Rhino t™ed t0 Super Bowl gig
Entertainment was gearing up —
topromote a handfulof older Prince
titles, timedto coincidewiththe mu-
sician's recent performance at the
Super Bowl halftime show, the label
entered into talks with iTunes. The
result: Four albums, including "Pur-
ple Rain," received prominent posi-
tions in the store and were priced at
$7.99—$2 less than Apple's standard
album price
"They said, 'We'd like to be able
to offer it at a special price,'" says
David Dorn, Rhino's senior vice
president for digital strategy. "I
said, 'We'd like to get in the New
Music Tuesdays newsletter and
home-page placement.' I gave a lit-
tle, they gave a little. But no cash
changed hands."
After the prime display, digital
sales of "Purple Rain" rose fivefold,
according to SoundScan, while sales
of "The Very Best of Prince" more
than doubled. Three less-known al-
bums in the promotion saw modest
increases.
In January, iTunes executives ap-
proached several record labels to set
up a promotion in which they would
slash the prices of 20 greatest-hits
albums to $7.99, and Apple in turn
ITunes is housed at Apple's Cu-
pertino, Calif., headquarters in a
cluster of nondescript cubicles that
could easilybe confused witha soft-
ware-development group but for a
smattering of music posters on the
walls, according to people who have
visited or worked there.
The iTunes staff includes people
with music pedigrees, including
Alex Luke, a longtime deejay who is
the director of music programming
and label relations. Bruno Ybarra,
who co-founded a house-music
record label, manages relationships
with independent music companies.
Denzyl Feigelson, a South African
who was a manager for singer Paul
Simon's "Graceland" tour, is a mu-
sic editor for iTunes in London. In
Apple's muscle-flexing has be-
gun to rub some artists and music
companies the wrong way. During a
The decisions by the small group
of Silicon Valley and music-industry
veterans running iTunes can help
put an unknown band on the map,
adding millions of dollars in sales,
whilerelegating othersto the obscu-
rity of the site's virtual back bins.
Apple-now one of the largest
sellers of music in the U.S.-offers
home-page placement in exchange
for things such as exclusive access
to new songs, special discount pric-
ing or additional material such as
interviews with stars. Most other
big retailers, digital and physical,
also seek exclusive offerings, butAp-
ple is especially aggressive and has
outsize clout when it comes to the
slightly out-of-mainstream music it
often emphasizes.
Apple has jettisoned some of the
conventions of traditionalmusic re-
tailing-notably, the practice of sell-
ing prime promotional spots to re-
cording companies willing to payfor
better visibility for their acts. But
behind the scenes there's plenty of
horse-trading going on that influ-
ences whichsongs are seenand pur-
chased by iTunes customers.
Flexing Muscle
By Nick Wingfield
and Ethan Smith
Every
day, the roughly one
million people who visit
the iTunes Store home
page are presented with
several dozen albums, TV
shows and movie down-
loads to consider buying-out of the
four million such goods the Apple
site offers. This prime promotion is
analogous to a CD being displayed
at the checkout standsof all 940 Best
Buy stores or featured on the front
page of Target's ad circular.
How do bands get these boosts?
Who decides whether ArcadeFire is
plugged at the top of the iTunes
site-orwhether Nickelback gets no
mention?
Indy Spirit
Apple says it has shunnedpay-
for-placement to provide unbiased
music recommendations. Eddy Cue,
the Apple vice president who over-
sees iTunes, says the company
hopes torecapture some of the spirit
of independent record stores, when
clerks would give uncompromised
tips on promising performers.
Still, Apple is being fawned over
by much of the music industry. Digi-
tal Music Group, a company that
handles online distribution for inde-
pendent labels, has four people on
staff who spend most of their time
chatting up iTunes editors and send-
ing them CDs ofbands in an attempt
to get promotion on the site.
Josh Deutsch, chief executive of
DowntownRecords, went so far as to
bring urban artist Kevin Michael to
Cupertinoto perform for iTunes staff-
ers. Apparently impressed, iTunes
executives committed to releasing
an Apple-only collection of tracks
next month, in advance ofMr. Micha-
el's debut album. While some music
executives are frustrated about what
it takes to woo Apple, "The flip side
is, when they do step out on a new
artist, it's thatmuch more meaning-
ful," Mr. Deutsch says.
TVRepeats
Turn Into
'Newpeats'
Among the most common reasons
are frequent updates to search en-
gines' algorithms. These mathemati-
cal formulas analyze billions of Web
pages for dozens of factors, such as
the most prominent words on the
pages and whatother sites link to the
pages. Search companies change al-
gorithms partly to frustrate people
who try to inappropriately boost
their sites in the results, but legiti-
mate businesses sometimes feel
they're caught in the crossfire.
Google says it offers online tools
for companies to get the best, most
consistent, treatment from its search
engine, and is open to providing busi-
nesses with online tools to explicitly
signal problematic issues, such as a
change ofWebaddress. Meantime, it
counsels businesses to seek help in a
Google support forum, and to find
otherways to get visitors, such as by
setting up user forums.
Odds & Ends
DaimlerChrysler is hoping to nar-
row the list of serious potential buy-
ers ofChrysler Group so its manage-
ment team can give an update on a
possible sale during Daimler-
Chrysler's general shareholders
meeting in Berlin on April 4, accord-
ing to people familiar with the mat-
ter. Two years ago, management
was berated by shareholders fed up
with a deep drop in Daimler-
Chrysler's market value since it was
created in a landmark 1998 combina-
tion with the former Chrysler Corp.... Cash-strapped Ford Motor, con
firming a long-expected asset sale,
saidit has sold itsBritishAston Mar-
tin sports-car brand to an interna-
tional consortium for $848 million.
By Jay Hershey
As a growing number of online
businesses are discovering, there
may be nothing more fleeting than
achieving a coveted first-page list-
ing in search-engine results.
The importance of appearing at
the top of theresults is undisputed,
especially for businesses that de-
pend on search engines in order to
be discovered. An industry has
emerged ofsearch-engine "optimiza-
tion" specialists who help busi-
nesses try to find ways for their
sites to rise in therankings, such as
using more-explanitory page titles.
But as a way to lure customers to
a site, search rankings often aren't
dependable. Overnight, sites can dis-
appear from top results for any
given search term-say, "Miami ho-
tels"-and cause the sites'revenues
to plummet as potential customers
go elsewhere.
When Web Sites
Employers in the South and
Northeast expressed stable hiring
expectations, while those in the
West andMidwest expected thepace
of hiring to slow. Southern employ-
ers reported the strongest hiring in-
tentions among the four regions.
Go Missing
Howto contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• An initiative offers cash to stu-
dents who pass AP exams.
• Two lumbertraders quit the corpo-
rate grind to run an animal shelter.
Confidence about hiring in min-
ing, construction, wholesale and re-
tail-trade and services sectors has
declined slightly since the first quar-
ter. Hiring managers in transporta-
tion/public utilities and finance/in-
surance/real estate expect to add
slightly more staff in the second
quarter. Public-administration em-
ployers predict slightly improved de-
mand for job hunters in the second
quarter, compared with a year ago.
Hiring Outlook
Declines Slightly
Suggesting that the slowdown in
housing is nevertheless having rip-
ple effects throughout much of the
economy, U.S. companies are becom-
ing a bit more cautious about hiring
in the second quarter, according to a
survey by Manpower.
The employment-services com-
pany said its quarterly survey of
14,000 employers found that 18%
plan to add to their payrolls, down
from 19% in the first quarter and
20% in the fourth quarter of 2006.
Prior to those surveys, the reading
had been 20% or higher for almost
three years.
Despite Defaults
Economists Hopeful
Economists remain optimistic
about the U.S. economy's ability to
weather the growing number of
homeowners defaulting on their
mortgages, though much depends
on how investors react to an increas-
ing wave of worrying news.
The market for subprime mort-
gages-home loans made to people
withpoor or sketchycredithistories-
has unraveled with impressive
speed and intensity. In the past
month, subprime lenders have run
into serious trouble or shut their
doors at a rate of about two a week.
Concerns that some big financial
firms could find themselves exposed
could triggera new boutof selling in
stock and bond markets.
So far, though, many economists
haven't changed their forecasts for
the health of the U.S. economy. The
main reason: Borrowers who took
outsubprime loans tend to be less-af-
fluent consumers who makeup a rel-
atively small share of consumer
spending, the most important driver
of the U.S. economy.
YouTube, which has partnered
withothermedia companies suchas
CBS and NBC, last year said it in-
tended to introduce digital finger-
printing technology that could auto-
matically identify copyrighted video
and audio clips in order to remove
them or share related ad revenue
with content owners.
Like other mediacompanies, Via-
com has had to balance the advan-
tages of exposure on YouTube with
protecting itscopyrights. Though Vi-
acom offers much of its video con-
tent free onits own Web sites, those
siteshave struggled to draw the Web-
sawy youngsters who regularly
flock to YouTube.
Viacom Sues Google
Over YouTube Clips
Viacom sued Google and its You-
Tube unit claiming "massive inten-
tional copyright infringement."
The suit, filed in U.S. District
Court in New York, seeks more than
$1 billion in damages, as well as an
injunction preventing Google and
YouTube from further infringement.
Viacom, parent of MTV, Nickel-
odeon and Comedy Central, claims
there are nearly 160,000 unautho-
rized clips of Viacom programs on
YouTube and said settlement talks
have been "unproductive." Viacom
wants to be paid for the inclusion of
its content on YouTube.
In February, Viacomordered You-
Tube to remove all of its content
after the twocamps failedto reach a
distribution agreement. Viacom
complained thatYouTube had yet to
install filtering tools to slow the flow
of unauthorized content on the site.
Copyright law compels YouTube
to remove all content it doesn't hold
the rights to if it receives a com-
plaint from the owner. YouTube reg-
ularly receives such requests from
media companies and readily com-
plies with them.
• More Chinese grads are goinghome instead of seeking U.S. visas. Repeats for other series havefallen off drastically. Some of the big-
gesthits on television, including "Des-
perate Housewives" on ABC and
"House" on Fox, lose 40% of theiraudi-
ence or more for repeat episodes.
Some series, such as "Lost," repeat so
poorly that networks have recently
started avoiding rebroadcasting them.
In years past, reruns of "Sein-
feld" and "The Cosby Show" in
some cases only dipped 10% below
their original audience. Crime
shows such as the three "Law & Or-
der" dramas also display remark-
able strength inreruns.
Networks in the past have tried
to dress up old footage in new
clothes. In the 1980s, it was common
for some networks, to air flash-back
episodes where characters would
reminisce about wild escapades.
The network could save money by
just taping the short remembrance
scenes and cobbling the rest to-
gether from old episodes.
By Brooks Barnes
Get
ready for the television
"newpeat."
NBC this week is set to
air two previously seen
half-hour episodes of
"The Office" that have
been re-edited into a new hour-long
show. Some scenes will be cut so
producers can weave in unairedfoot-
age that introduces a new storyline
into the older episodes.
NBC won't film new footage but is
instead relying on snippets that have
been cut from previous tapings, a
spokeswoman says. The "newpeats,"
as NBC is calling the episodes, were
scheduled to air Thursday, March 15,
at 8 p.m. Eastern time.
In an age where old TV episodes
are widely distributed online-in
some cases justhours after they air-
networks are struggling to attract
audiences to the repeats on their
schedules. The Big Four networks in
decades past could count on a signifi-
cant audience to turn up for reruns
because therewasn't that much com-
petition. But with video games, the
Internet, DVDs sporting extras and
the continued proliferation of cable
all competing for their time, audi-
ences .expect something more.
Repeats of"The Office" fare rela-
tively well compared with those of
many other hit shows. An average
of seven million people tune in for
reruns of the series, compared with
an average of 9.3 million people for
new episodes, according to Nielsen
Media Research.
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Apple nearly monopolizes digi-
tal-music sales, just about the
only growth area for the belea-
guered industry. ITunes sold 1.2
billion songs last year, Apple
says, to become the fourth-larg-
est music retailer in the U.S., be-
hind Wal-Mart Stores, Target
and Best Buy. At the end of last
year, Apple was selling five mil-
lion songs a day at 99 cents each.
Apple isn'tunder as muchpres-
sure to squeeze profits from
iTunes because of the money it
makes on iPods. In fact, it earns
little from iTunes after paying
fees for the music and credit-card
processing. ITunes typically pays
major labels about 72 cents a
track, while itpays most indepen-
dent labels around 62 cents.
all, dozens of iTunes editors and
label-relations staffers collabo-
rate in meetings and discussions
throughout the week to deter-
mine the contents of the iTunes
home page when it is refreshed
every Tuesday.
Groups Get GoodPlay
On Site inReturn
For Making Deals
ITunes: Music's New Gatekeeper
1• Robin Thicke
"LostWithout U"
Read
￿ No rather materials asecf in
construction
3. Brian McKnight
"Used To Be My Girl"
4. Ne-Yo
"SexyLove"
6. Sammie
"ComeWith Me"
8. JohnLegend
"Slow Dance"
aggienewsonline.com
$ 4BM
2. Musiq
"Buddy"
Photo from Zappos.com
Zappos.com is justoneoftheonlineshoe stores that isseeing their sales numbers jumprecently.Zap-
pos enticescustomers with free overnight shipping and over3 million shoesavailable.
5. India Arie
"There's Hope
7. Ruben Studdard
"Change Me"
9. MaryJ. Blige
"We Ride"
In November, Gap Inc.
jumped into the arena with its
online shoe store called Piper-
lime.com. And in January Am-
azon.com Inc. followed suit by
unveiling its shoe site, Endless.
When it comes to online re-
tail, footwear has been a step
behind the categories driving e-
commerce, items such as com-
puters, books, music, toys and
clothing. Now shoes are mov-
ing into the mainstream.
The last few years I've been
doing a lot ofapparel shopping
online and now shoes have just
become apart ofit."
"Now I'm hooked," Advani
said. "I was always hesitant
about buying shoes online be-
cause of the fit and comfort.
Sometimes I'm a 7. Sometimes
I'm a 7 1/2.
She found the sought-after
pumps and has been shoe shop-
ping online since.
Frustrated by her inability
to find a pair ofsimple yet styl-
ish pumps for her wedding, she
stumbled upon BlueTuxShoes.
com, a Chicago-based Web
site that specializes in wedding
shoes.
Advani never considered
buying shoes online until last
summer.
But shoes? That's a different
story.
CHICAGO — Kiran Advani
shops for most ofher clothing
online. In fact, the 29-year-old
can't remember the last time
she bought a piece of apparel
from a store.
"Listen"
10.Beyonce
In 2002 online footwear
"It's falling like dominoes.
Shoes are probably one of the
last bastions because the feel-
ing has been you have to try on
shoes to feel comfortable."
com
"Apparel was the big behe-
moth," said Catherine Beau-
doin, senior vice president and
general manager ofPiperlime.
Online shoe shopping be-
gan during the dot-com boom
in the late 1990s and attracted
shoppers looking for shoes in
hard-to-find sizes or technical
It is no wonder that more
companies are looking for a
foothold.
By 2011, online shoe sales
are forecast to double to $5.8
billion.
Online shoe sales are pro-
jected to increase 22 percent in
2007 to $3.5 billion, compared
to an 18 percent projected gain
forapparel sales online, accord-
ing to the e-commerce research
firm.
Last year, footwear had
surged to $2.9 billion, or about
one-third the size of the $9.6
billion sold in apparel. And
there is more growth ahead.
sales, at $954 million, was
about one-fifth the size of the
$4.4 billion online apparel
business, according to Forrest-
er Research Inc. ofCambridge,
Mass.
Just how much of a threat
At the same time, plenty of
brick-and-mortar shoeretailers,
including Nordstrom Inc., Nine
West and Brown Shoe Co.'s
Shoes.com, are crowding the
field.
Venture capitalist Sequoia
Capital took a stake in Zappos
in 2004, and the online retailer
achieved its first annual profit
in 2006. Onlineshoes.com, an-
other dot-com pioneer based in
Seattle, remains private.
New York Internet conglom-
erate IAC/InterActiveCorp.,
run by Hollywood mogul Barry
Diller, acquired Boston-based
Shoebuy.com last year for an
undisclosed sum.
In a sign ofhowpopular on-
line shoe shopping has become,
two of the largest online shoe
stores, Zappos.com and Shoe-
buy.com, both pioneers from
the late 1990s, are attracting
investor interest.
adventures
shoes for sports and outdoor
The giant online store upped
the ante in January when it de-
buted Endless and offered free
overnight shipping. Zappos
matched the free shipping.
And since Amazon entered
the fray, price wars have be-
gun.
Since fit is so key to shoe
sales, online shoe stores have
traditionally offered free ship-
ping and free returns, in some
cases up to a year after pur-
chase, an expensive but neces-
sary cost ofdoing business.
right."
"I have no idea how to ex-
plain their mad dash into the
shoe space," said Sucharita
Mulpuru, analyst at Forrester.
"It's a tough model to get
Gap is struggling to find its
wayaftera string ofbadfashion
calls and steep sales declines;
Amazon is under pressure to
boost profits.
unclear.
heavyweights Gap and Ama-
zon are to the shoe market is
"I was working long hours
and didn't have time to go to
stores," Deane said. "It's very
convenient, especially in the
winter when you don't want
to go out in the cold. You just
click a button and it shows up
on your doorstep."
She began shopping for
shoes online last year as a way
to save time, buying four or five
pairs ofshoes in one sitting.
It carries about 100 brands
and has guest fashion editors
talking about their favorite
shoes.
Gap, for its part, is taking a
different tack. While most of
the shoe sitestout a vast array of
shoes (Zappos carries 3 million
pairs ofshoes in its warehouse
and offers more than 100,000
styles from vegetarian shoes to
$2,000 designer boots), Gap is
taking an edited approach.
Amazon, which dabbles in
everything from groceries to
diamond jewelry, has been sell-
ing apparel and shoes through
such third-party retailers as
Macys.com on its Web site for
years.
Gap is also trying to entice
customers with eye-catching
lime-green packaging, then in-
dividually wrapping each shoe-
box in brown tissue paper.
"Our philosophy has been to
carry a tightly edited group of
brands and bring a strong mer-
chandising filter to it."
"It made sense for us to
enter only if we could bring
something new to the market,"
said Piperlime's Beaudoin.
"It took a very short time for
us to realize the shoe and hand-
bag segment is the most suc-
cessful within that business,"
said Garth Mader, manager of
Endless.
But Endless marks the first
time the online bookseller has
created a separate Web address
for one ofits stores.
Indeed, like many women,
Katherine Deane, a Chicago-
basedrecruiter, owns more than
100pair ofshoes.
School of rock:
Music labels rely on student reps
Still, Jon Stoll sayshe's proud
ofhis son. "I didnotpush him at
all into this business," he says.
"It's very, very competitive, but
I'd like him to follow it.
"I try to guide him as I can,
but I'm reluctant," says Jon
Stoll, who started promoting
concerts when he was 15. "I
did it all myself, and he's got to
learn _ you can't have anything
handed to you."
Hovering in the backstage
of Stoll's budding career is his
dad, but that doesn't mean that
the elder Stoll is pulling strings
for his son or letting him slide
on grades.
BBR lead guitarist Alex Za-
patier says that what Stoll lacks
in age-old experience, he more
than makes up for in chutzpah.
"He got us on this tour," Zapa-
tier says.
BBR, which has opened for
Ashlee Simpson and played
Hard Rock Live!, recently won
the Miami city contest in the
National Million-Dollar Bodog
Battle of the Bands. Out of
7,000 entrants across the coun-
try, BBR is now one of 17bands
on the final elimination tour.
He's already doing it. For
the past two years, he's man-
aged Miami-based alternative
pop rockers Big Bang Radio.
As soon as he heard them, Stoll
says, he was convinced the
band's funky, powerful sound
would be a hit.
Media outlets around
the country are always
looking for fresh,young
and outgoing people to
be their campus reps.
UNCG ONE
UNCGo»uk com:
(Sampiis
Chancesare you'll never tell yourkids about thatkiller summer you spent in a classroom. So go
ahead, live a little and learn a lot thissummer with UNCG's online summer session classes.
ONSNE SUMMER SESS
Christina Hoag
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
These days, though, with soft
CD sales and digital piracy re-
sulting in slimmer promotional
budgets, campus marketing has
taken on a new urgency.
"College students have al-
ways been a valuable group for
record labels," says Stan So-
ocher, music business professor
at the University of Colorado.
"But with the drop in music
sales and students so tech-sav-
vy, it's upped the ante."
College campuses, with a
youthful audience that's open
to up-and-coming acts, are of-
ten the proving ground for new
artists. Still, it can take years of
tours and club dates and con-
stant promotion _ before a band
even lands a recording contract
Music-impassioned college
students such as Stoll have for
years formed akey part ofrecord
labels' marketing programs.
Companies such as Sony
BMG rely on student reps to
build word-of-mouth for new
artists with props like fliers
and stickers, report back on the
buzz, get press in college media
and occasionally even find the
next hot band. Sony BMG has
50-odd reps on campuses across
the country.
He works for Sony BMG
pitching new rock bands and
manages his own group called
Big Bang Radio. Oh yeah, he
manages to sandwich in classes
in copyright law and finance,
too. "It gets overwhelming at
times," he admits.
MIAMI — Jesse Stoll re-
members falling asleep back-
stage at a No Doubt concert as a
kid, collecting autographs from
the likes ofOzzy Osbourne and
Bruce Springsteen, traipsing be-
hind his concert promoter dad
checking box office sales.
So it makes sense that to-
day, as a 21-year-old junior at
University of Miami, Stoll is
already way plugged into the
music business.
The easiest way is to
go online to that labels'
website and under jobs,
careers or opportunities,
is a section for internship
or campus rep positions.
Stoll, however, has more am-
bitions. "My dream is to bring
a big band on stage," he says.
"I've always wanted to manage
bands."
Stoll won't reveal exactly
howmuch he's paid. He says it's
more than a stipend, and gives
him enough for some spending
money and for gas. In any case,
the money isn't always the main
attraction _ college marketing
gigs can lead to record-compa-
ny jobs following graduation.
"He's very on top of his
game," says Danny Moeller, co-
ordinator of Sony BMG's col-
lege marketing program.
to get the word out about Sony
BMG's stable ofartists.
He drops off posters and
displays at local retailers, orga-
nizes promotional contests and
giveaways, arranges meet-and-
greets with bands, hangs out at
bars, clubs, shows _ "anywhere
the college scene is buzzing" _
The younger Stoll, of slight
build, vivid blue eyes and much
zeal, has been Sony BMG's rep
for the past three years, pro-
moting rock bands such as Test
YourReflex, Kings ofLeon and
Chevelle.
Enter Stoll, whose trajectory
in the music business starts with
his father Jon Stoll, the head of
West Palm Beach, Fla.-based
Fantasma Productions, one of
few independent concert pro-
moters still around.
"They were touring for 10
years and were college radio
darlings," he says. "College
marketing is very important for
us."
He points to alternative rock-
ers Modest Mouse, now signed
with Epic after emerging from
the college scene.
"You can't just go to a radio
station or MTV and break in a
new band these days. There's
a lot more competition," says
Scott Carter, vice president of
marketing for Epic Records.
"You have to build a grassroots
base before radio and video ex-
posure."
with a major label
MAY 16- JULY 26
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Online shoe sales take off
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Sandra Jones
Chicago Tribune
(MCT)
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This once was merely a
dream of Sawyer's beginning
in Charlotte, N.C. with simply
a peddler's license and distrib-
uting his line from the trunk of
his car.
Jeffrey Lee Sawyer, senior
fashion merchandising/design
major, has single handedly es-
tablished his own unique cloth-
ing line called Htdogwtr, which
stands for Hot Dog Water.
Visitwww.HTD06WTR.NET
For more of information
"If someone were to ask me
whatkind ofcologne I had on,
I would say that's that hot dog
water!" he said.
said
A lot of Sawyer's individual
style is reflected in his cloth-
ing line. Htdogwtr came from a
playful expression that Sawyer
would say in his daily life.
Htdogwtr began in the year
2004 with the making ofwom-
"Make sure you get every
thing you need toget started and
Advice Sawyer gives to
those other business men and
women out there in Aggie Land
and beyond is to "strongly stick
with your plan, no matter what
people say," he said.
during the days of Feb. 20-23
of this year, held in Las Vegas,
which only occurs twice a year.
The price range for both the
men and women clothing and
accessories are between $15 and
$150.
ona's boutique and customers
can purchase his line off ofhis
website Htdogwtr.net.
wasestablished from the
selling ofthe handbags, Sawyer
moved on to making other ac-
cessories, shirts, jeans and hats
targeting both male and female
audiences.
Htdogwtr was also the high-
light of the prestigious fashion
show called "Magic Show"
His line was featured in the
"Fashion, etc." fashion show on
campus last year.
In Greensboro, within the
Battleground shopping center,
Htdogwtr can be found in Di
Withthe slogan, "It's not just
fashion, it's a lifestyle," Sawyer
also dreams of expanding his
line beyond clothing to furni-
ture, jewelryand car interior.
research other companies that
have a business like yours to see
howyou can make itbetter."
Crime Mob is still
'Hated On Mostly'A unique mixture ofretro, preppy and hood
JeffreyLee Sawyer
FILES
Mike McCray
Sports EditorBack to thefuture
The classic high top fade brings 1988 Gazelle glasses circa 1984
to 2007.The box is probably the even more retro appeal
freshest thing since Paid inFull.
J Solid gold link nelace (1985)
Interview byTiandrea Norrington • Design by Mike McCray
this week's
ON THE TOWN ON SCREEN ON CAMPUS
mg...
Ishirt and
007collection
"R.
Doing his own thi
Jeff donsa long sleeved
jeansfrom the Spring 2(
his own line, HTDOGWTI
Photo courtesy ofWarner BrothersRecords
Crime Mob's second album takes a turn from the straight crunk
sound of the first one and theyare hoping that fans takenotice.
A lot of it comes from his
grandpa's closet, which is filled
with classics from the 60's and
70's. Jeffalso travels toa lot
to the boutiques in New York,
Charlotte, Virginia and Chicago
It's all about the shoes money!
No outfit is complete withoutthe shoes.
Jeffwears shoesfrom Cr8tive Recreation
Hopefully not too many.
So, will Crime Mob still be
hated on mostly after this al-
bum? Probably. "Everybody has
haters," said Princess.
"Let's set the record straight;
we're not crunk artists, we're
Crime Mob."
Calling Crime Mob cross-
over artists is a bit premature but
this album is morepolished than
their first project. Their attack
on the mainstream starts with
shows at this year's SXSW, one
ofthe largest indie music festi-
vals in the country.
crunk spin on the Madden phe-
nomenon."
"Wuz Up" is an old Bohagan
song that was on mixtapes in
2005.
"All-Madden" is a clever,
"Big BoyPimpin'" is another
track that sounds like it would
be on the last album.
"We Some Playaz" gets back
to the "old" Crime Mob. Simple
beat, repetitive hooks with the
obligatory b**** and h*.
"Circles" samples a clas-
sic R&B song, which is a new
sound that will surprise a lot of
fans. This song has a chance to
be special.
and hits hard
"Go To War" features Lil'
Scrappy and Pimp C and has a
tombstone beat that will prob-
ably get stuck in your head too.
"Sign In The Air" sounds a
lot like the old Three 6 Mafia
song "Put Ya Signs."
"Rock Yo Hips" is the first
single, and has already found a
spot in MTV and BET rotation
as wellas the radio.
"Shine Cause I Grind" has a
screwed and chopped intro that
changes the pace of the album
"Hated On Mostly" where
the group calls out and vents on
all the flack they catch for not
being "real" artists.
"2nd Look" is produced by
DJ Montay of Unk and Oomp
Camp fame, this song is pure
hood riding music, itmight start
a couple fights.
"On The Rise" is the first
non-Lil' Jay produced track to
appear of the album. The beat
willputyou inthe mind ofMake
It Rain at first, then the drums
hit and it sounds like a song
destined to be played by black
marching bands everywhere. .
"Represent" blends a crunk beat
with a solo guitar rift. The intro
rides for about 30 seconds be-
fore Crime Mob get's into their
catchy hooks and trunk rattling
bass.
The first song on the album,
Crime Mob executive pro-
duced their first album them-
selves and this time, they
stepped outside the circle a little
bit, but are still right at home.
"When we did 'Knuck If U
Buck' that was all we knew,"
said Princess. "Now we've seen
the world."
Crime Mob is doing it their
way the second time around.
The Atlanta bred hip hop
group's second major release
"Hated on Mostly" dropped
Tuesday and Crime Mob is hop-
ing. People notice that the group
has grown up.
ON SHELVES
This month's Smooth Magazine
features a story on A&T's own Ter-
rence Jenkins. The article highlights
Jenkins, a 2004 graduate of A&T,
as the "real" Mr. 106 and Park and
goes through a day in the life ofthe
up-and-coming television star.
entertainment.
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts and
Get your linen suit and steppin'
shoes ready for a Chicago-style
Stepping Weekend presented by the
N.C.'s Steppers Association. Learn
the basic 8-count, turns and spins.
Classes are $15 at The Renaissance
Jazz Cafe. For more information
call (336) 253-1585.
"Pride," starring Terrance How-
ard and Bernie Mac, hits theaters
Friday. The movie is set in 1973
Philadelphia where JimEllis (How-
ard) plays a swim coach, who fixes
an abandoned pool in a bad area
while fighting to keep it open for the
black kids in thatcommunity.
Ever wish it was one night where
you could get away? Miss SUAB
presents Ladies Night in Paradise,
Wednesday from 7-9 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Union's Stall-
ings Ballroom. The event is free
and open to all students who show a
valid student ID at the door.
ARTS & LIFE
Tia Norrington
Contributor
say it's a mixture of a lot of en's couture handbags. HTDOGWTR is a clothing linestartedby JeffSawyer, a I
things but well put together," he When enough money senior fashion merchandising major
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Are those HTDOGWTR jeansyou're wearing?
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Sawyer describes his person-
al style as "Stun-tastic."
"It's a retro style with a mod-
ern look to it. Overall I would
, "Jeff is real outgoing and
always the life of the party,"
Tatum said. "He's not your or-
dinary guy because he's self-
made."
Close friends toSawyer, such
as best friend Khary Tatum, se-
nior electrical engineering ma-
jor, describes Sawyer.
"I took chances. I would see
what I had to do and did it,"
Sawyer said.
Once he became old enough,
he decided to turn that passion
into a career, which he is al-
ready succeeding at doing. One
way Sawyer has done this is by
taking chances.
Since the age of 5, Sawyer
knew that he had a natural pas-
sion for fashion.
Now Sawyer has gotten his
line into the stores, not only here
in Greensboro, but also across
state lines including Washing-
ton D.C. and California.
Hip hop becoming more
mainstream has allowed for its
impact to be felt in corporate
America. Fortune 500 compa-
nies are foaming at the mouth
for both to sign that hot driver
or rapper to endorse their latest
product.
Hip hop and NASCAR
have both become billion-dol-
lar industries. NASCAR is the
only sport in North America
that weekly draws, on aver-
age, 180,000 fans per race, ten
months ofthe year.
Big Money
Of course hip hop has Emi-
nem, the Beastie Boys and MC
Integration
Both seem to have had a hard
time accepting outsiders into the
fold, and in many cases, those
outsiders are excluded by race.
NASCAR and hip hop are
on the same street in two dif-
ferent lanes, hopefully headed
to the same place and somehow
merged together.
Success in hip hop is a
double-edged sword. If you
do go platinum and make a lot
of money, people look at you
like you've somehow lost your
roots. You have to live with the
pressure of"If I move from Har-
lem to Connecticut, am I selling
out," when really it should be
the goal ofall artists to get out
ofthe hood.
For hip hop, it might be a
little bit harder. 50 Cent said it
best, "If money doesn't change
you, you just didn't make
enough."
The future of both hinge on
how well they can go corporate
without losing their soul. For
NASCAR that means keeping
the outlaw spirit but still having
the Viagra decals.
The Future
It's all intertwined, you see
LeBron James on the hood of
a race car and long-time NAS-
CAR veteran Mark Martin
Both are beginning to cross-
over as rap artists add rock el-
ements to their music and you
see rap in NASCAR.
In basketball, you always as-
soicate the game with hip hop
(or sometimes jazz).
Country and rock music are
the soundtrack to NASCAR.
They both are easily associated
with the two. Tell me you don't
think of NASCAR when you
hear the Charlie Daniels Band
or Garth Brooks.
Music
Basketball and hip hop go
back to the early days of hip
hop in New York. It's easily the
soundtrack to the game.
NASCAR fans want to see
the boys swap paint in turnthree
Beef
Beef is a huge part of the im-
age in NASCAR and hip hop.
Bumping and drafting for po-
sition is easily the equivalent
of taking shots at someone on
vinyl, and at the end ofthe day
they both sell the image of the
industry.
The figures in NASCAR are
legendary. They embody what
With music being more than
just the song your hear on the
radio now, rappers have the
chance to cash in ring tones,
iTunes downloads and music
video downloads, as well as the
money they are banking from
every album that's scanned in
the stores.
Weekly, across the country,
thousands (if not millions) of
driver jackets, tee shirts, hats,
stickers, decals and more are
being bought fans.
While in hip hop, the list of
notable MCs are on going. Since
JeffGordon and others can't go
platinum selling albums, fans
show their love for their favor-
ite driver through that driver's
paraphernalia.
The big names in NASCAR;
Dale Earnhardt Jr., Jeff Gordon,
Jimmy Johnson, Tony Stewart
and others have the massive fan
bases.
TheFigures & Outlaws
Both hip hop and NASCAR
have immortalized fallen fig-
Common spits about love.
Lupe talks about life, love skate-
boarding and politics.
They are the ones who have
criminal histories and street
credibility for being that person
that was hard, but not all figures
in hip hop are "gangsta" by any
means.
In hip hop, you have your 50
Cent's, The Game and Styles
P's that are just the considered
the Outlaws ofthe game.
These figures for NASCAR
are Richard Petty, Darrell Wal-
trip, Cale Yarborough and the
overlooked David Pearson.
They aren't Hollywood by
any means; they are the same
people that will spin a guy out
on turnthree, fight him after the
race and then buy the guy a beer
that night.
NASCAR purists believe the
sport is about.
Texas A&M vs. Memphis
Thursday, 7:27 p.m. (CBS)
Pitt vs. UCLA
Thursday, 9:87 p.m. (CBS)
UNCvs. USC
Friday, 9:87 p.m. (CBS)
But there's evidence in 2007
that such surprises will grow
rarer
In that No. 1-No. 5 seed
The lack of upsets, though
jarring, might rank as a statisti-
cal anomaly.
Ninth-seeded Xavier, up 11
on top-seeded Ohio State with
seven minutes left inregulation,
lost 78-71 in overtime. And No.
7 Nevada, an underdog to No.
2 Memphis, didn't score in the
final 6:17 in a 78-62 loss to the
Tigers.
Oregon drubbed the Eagles 75-
61 Sunday, sending them home.
Other underdogs flopped in
round two, too.
"Look at Old Dominion,"
Only six mid-majors re-
ceived at-large bids, and two of
them, Butler and OldDominion,
played head-to-head in the Mid-
west's 5-12 game.
The tournament selection
committee, likely through co-
incidence, also has reduced the
chances of a mid-major run to
the Sweet 16.
"We didn't feel that. They
brought out our 'A' game with
what they've done."
"A lotofpeople thought they
were a Cinderella," Oregon
Coach Ernie Kent said of the
Eagles at his postgame news
conference in Spokane, Wash.
sweep, only third-seeded Or-
egon in the Midwest and fifth-
seeded Virginia Tech in the
West failed to win by at least
10 points. And in round two,
the Ducks rebounded to smack
Winthrop by double-digits.
"They came into the tourna-
ment playing really well, and
they run into Butler. One of
those teams isn't coming out.
It's all about matchups. Look
at the matchup Old Dominion
got."
Bilas said
Later, Bilas would say to
look at the matchups that re-
main. Pittsburgh Coach Jamie
Dixon meeting his mentor, Ben
Howland, and UCLA. Memphis
trying to knock offTexas A&M
in San Antonio. Butler, Oregon
and UNLV hoping to dethrone
the Gators.
Cinderella may be done. But
the party continues Thursday
night.
Some of those feature mid-
majors, with smaller-conference
powers Butlerand Southern Illi-
nois challenging top seeds Flor-
ida and Kansas in the Midwest
"It's impossible to tell how
the games are going to be,"
Bilas continued. "But there are
some great matchups ahead of
us."
"I don't buy the argument
that the first weekend of the
tournament lacked excitement,"
ESPN and CBS analyst Jay Bi-
las said in aphone interview.
Does March lose some ofits
Madness without a George Ma-
son crashing the Final Four, a
Kent State inthe Elite Eight? Or
does less poorer-seeded riff-raff
make for a better tournament,
with high-quality basketball all
around?
So what happens to the Big
Dance when Cinderella heads
home before the band's first
break?
Yet starting Thursday, when
the 16 get shredded to four, the
worst-seeded team to play will
be No.7 UNLV, with its 30 vic-
tories and Mountain West Con-
ference Tournament title.
For the first time since 1995,
the tournament's Sweet 16 is
without a double-digit seed. In
nine ofthe past 10tournaments,
at least two such teams have
qualified for the second week-
end ofplay.
Their failures have turned
this season's Road to the Final
Four into a chalk walk bereft of
the little guy that is said to bring
the tournament its magic.
The Southern Conference's
Wildcats, the Big South Con-
ference's Eagles and all the
2007 NCAA Tournament un-
derdogs in-between proved un-
derwhelming during the event's
first two rounds.
No. 11 seed Winthrop stayed
around the longest before facing
Oregon, which proved bigger,
faster and willing to snuff out
Cinderella until nextMarch.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. —
No. 13 seed Davidson went first,
opening the tournament with a
late fade against Maryland.
Dave Curtis
The Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)
The guys at Winthrop said
they believed, too, especially
after beating up the Irish. But
"I'm disappointed for my
players," Grant told reporters at
his postgame news conference
in Buffalo, N.Y., "because they
believed that they could win the
game."
VCU, coached by former
Florida assistant Anthony Grant,
took the first swing at Sweet
16 glory. Confident after rally-
ing from 11 points down in the
second half against No.6 seed
Duke in round one, the Rams
rallied from 19 down against
third-seeded Pittsburgh to force
overtime. But the Panthers sur-
vived 84-79 to advance in the
West.
That left two No. 11 seeds_
Colonial Athletic Association
champ Virginia Commonwealth
and Winthrop, which scored the
first tourney victory in school
history by bouncing Notre
Dame 74-64 Friday.
Better seeds went 27-5 in
round one, and three ofthe five
victories by "underdogs" came
by No.9 seeds against No.8
seeds.
In the first round, the top five
seeds in each region swept their
games, the first time that's hap-
pened since 2000.
Those teams, mid-major in
league affiliation only, contrib-
uted to squelching Cinderella
over the weekend.
But neither team's presence
qualifies as a surprise, Butler
entered the field as a No.5 seed
with wins over Notre Dame,
Tennessee and Gonzaga, and
SIU is a No.4 seed that won
the Missouri Valley Conference
regular-season crown by two
games.
and West regions, respectively.
Cinderella has left the building
The A&T Register
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With Dale Earnhardt Jr.
chauffeuring Jay-Z in "Show
Me What You Got" and then
trading cars with T.I. in Chevy
commercials, it got me to think-
ing about the glaring similari-
ties between NASCAR and hip
hop.
Bill Lester is currently the
"Great Black Hope" in NAS-
CAR, but he doesn't have the
major sponsors, track record or
appeal ofpast integrators.
NASCAR has been very slow
to find that first black driver to
carry the sport like Tiger Woods
did golfand a host ofplayers are
trying to do in other sports.
Serch (from "The White Rap-
per Show), but how many non-
black artists are accepted for
their talents.
Rap has the power to say,
"Yeah, I used to sell this or do
that, but I can flip it and make it
a positive."
Racing was just rebellious.
Think of the "cool" kids in old
movies; they were always the
ones racing or playing Chicken
at 'The Point'
Hip hop has obvious ties to
illegal activity. Whether it's
Biggie with "Gimme TheLoot,"
Rick Ross with "Push It" or Dr.
Dre with "The Chronic" back in
the day, both have history rooted
in the outlaw culture.
For NASCAR, it's legacy
began with moonshiners and
bootleggers making their regu-
lar cars fast enough to outrun
the police all through out the
South.
Hustler Past
NASCAR and hip hop are
two entities on seemingly op-
posite ends ofthe spectrum but
both have hustlerhistories.
You have artist in Europe
putting out classic records thata
lot ofpeople on this side ofthe
pond have no clue about, while
kids inLatin Americaare vibing
to reggaeton and even some in
the Middle East.
Hip hop is an art form that
has transcended its cultural and
geographical barriers.
The money and exposure of
NASCAR has drivers across the
world taking notice ofthe sport
they thought was just forhillbil-
lies and "Bamas."
Worldwide Impact
NASCAR has races in Mexi-
co City and a blossoming star in
Juan Pablo Montoya, who has
won on just about every racing
circuit before coming to NAS-
CAR this year.
The A&T Register needs your help!
We're looking for talentedwriters, photographers and designers
bumping Mike Jones every now
and again in his personal car.
while in hip hop, mixtapes have
stayed alive, partially due to the
bad blood distributed onthem
ures. Dale Earnhardt Sr.'s #3 is
as symbolic as the Biggie and
Tupac portraits in hip-hop cul-
ture.
NASCAR has always been
home in the South with the ma-
jorityofmajor shop owners be-
ing based in the Charlotte area.
The South
Hip hop is always evolving
and the movement has moved
from the North to the West and
is currently nestled right here in
the South.
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